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The CDS BASIC Compiler enables portions of North Star BASIC programs to be compiled into assembly 
language to achieve increased speed and to protect proprietary sections of code. The. CDS Compiler 
Development System includes C011PILER (which translates a subset of BASIC into an assembly language 
program), !BASIC (an integer BASIC interpreter), and a set of interface routines which couple the as-
sembly language program to North Star BASIC. -

COMPILER recognizes FOR/NEXT/STEP, IF/THEN/ELSE, LET, GOTO, GOSUB, RETURN, EXAM,' 
FILL, IMP, OUT, CALL, RND, SGN, ABS, SIN, COS, ATN, EXP, LOG, SQRT, F1X, and INT. Arith
metic operations between floating pOint numbers in North Star BCD format or signed binary integer
format are supported by the compiler, as well as logical operations AND, . OR, EXCLUSIVE OR and re
'->xi()nal opera.~ons =, <-, >, <->', <=, and,>=. Variable storage is shared with NorthStar BASIC. 

Generally only minor' computational segments of a BASIC program need be compiled to achieve a drama
tic improvement in execution speed. T est cases show a speed improvement by a factor of twenty can 
often be achieved when the innermost of nested FOR/NEXT loops is compiled. 

The compilation (or translation) task is rather evenly divided between IBASIC and COrtIPILER of CDS 
and MAKRO and LINKED of PDS. Initial program entry is performed with IBASIC, which performs the 
necessary syntactical analysis. COMP~ER translates the mASIC program into an assembly source 
text program. MAKRO assembles the program and issues 'directives to LINKED regarding which inter
face modules are necessary to complete the program. Program constructs such as floating point oper-
ations and transcendental functions which are not executable -- and are ignored -- by IMSIC are treated 
as references to North Star i3ASIC by COMPILER. 

Programs created and run with the IBASIC, interpreter can be compiled into self~ontained assembly 
language programs. BASIC programs which perform floating point operations utilize routines internal. 
to North Star BASIC and communicate to those routines through the interface modules provided with CDS. 

Aitercreationof the BASIC program the compilationprocess is totally mechanical. The flow sequence is: 
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Documentation for CDS includes numerous step-by-step examples. Versions are available for North 
Star Release 4 si'1gle density or Release 5 double density standard or floating point board BASIC. Full 
Ltser support,is provided by mail or phone. 


